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What is not or cannot be measured, cannot be improved. More importantly, what is not periodically
remeasured or recalibrated cannot be known to be accurate. Drift happens, applications change, and
even “simple” measurements like pressure and temperature need to adapt.
With the world grappling with the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, facilities are now being operated and maintained at skeleton staffing levels. They are also being retooled for a different service than
their original design. This edition of InTech Focus helps with retooling temperature and pressure instrumentation. It provides solutions for difficult temperature measures, how to calibrate pressure instruments, ways to improve temperature measurement accuracy, and much more.
InTech magazine is the official publication of ISA—The International Society of Automation. It is published six times per year. InTech Focus is its counterpart, brought to you in conjunction with Automation.com. This series of electronic magazines focuses on the fundamentals of essential automation
components, such as instrumentation, final control elements, networks, drives, and more. Six times a
year, look for InTech Focus to learn how to choose instrumentation and control solutions, as well as apply them, calibrate them, and optimize their contribution to efficient operations.
Find other ebooks in the series at https://www.automation.com/en-us/resources-list-pages/
intech-focus-ebooks.
View and subscribe to InTech magazine at https://isa.org/intech
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A Practical Guide
to Improving
Temperature
Measurement
Accuracy
By Gary Prentice, Moore Industries

S

ome processes do not require temperature measurement accuracy, and others do. However, you
may be unsure whether accuracy is important for your particular application, or whether improving accuracy will make enough of a difference in your process results to justify the cost and effort.
This article identifies problems that result from inaccurate measurements and outlines ways to solve
them that are both effective and economical.
Temperature measurements can be categorized into three groups:

1. Those that do not require accuracy. You simply need to know if the temperature is stable or going
up or going down.
2. Those that do require accuracy. Strategies in this article will help with those measurements.
3. Those where there is uncertainty about the accuracy requirement. If the measurements in this
category are on a preventive maintenance schedule for calibration or verification, you may want to
take steps to improve accuracy. The same steps we take to achieve higher accuracy also result in
reduced drift and that would have a positive impact on your maintenance frequency.
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Improving accuracy and reducing measurement drift are often related and can have measurable
results. This article shows how to:
●
●
●
●

select the best sensor for the application
reduce errors caused by the external environment
reduce errors caused by lead wires
reduce measurement errors.

Sensors and accuracy
There are times when the temperature sensor is selected based on convenience, what is on the shelf, or
the “plant standard.” It is not uncommon to see a Type J or K thermocouple measuring a temperature
that should be measured with a Platinum resistance temperature detector (RTD). ASTM and IEC temperature standards provide us with sensor measurement uncertainty. If we pick a sample temperature of
500°F (260°C), the uncertainty of a standard grade J or K thermocouple is ±4°F (±2.2°C), while a Class
A 100Ω Pt RTD has an uncertainty of ±1.2°F (±0.67°C).
Many process engineers and technicians prefer RTDs. Selecting the best sensor for the application
greatly affects the accuracy of the measurement, and an RTD is the most accurate sensor to use when
the process temperature is within its measuring range. But you will need to use less accurate thermocouples when you need to measure temperatures that are hotter than the RTD’s upper measuring limits.
In these instances, you will want to take specific steps with thermocouples to improve the accuracy of
the measurement results.
You can improve thermocouple accuracy by using thermocouples constructed with special tolerance
(also called premium grade) wire. The reduced error is achieved by using wire with higher purity alloys.
At 500°F (260°C), the uncertainty of a special tolerance thermocouple is about ±2.0°F (1.1°C).
Sensor selection is very important to measurement accuracy. As stated above, a Class A Pt RTD uncertainty is about ±1.2°F (±0.67°C) at the same operating temperature. To simplify the process of choosing
a sensor, you can operate from the assumption that changing from a standard grade thermocouple to a
premium grade thermocouple cuts the error rate in half; changing from a premium grade thermocouple
to a Class A RTD cuts the error in half again.

The role of thermocouple extension wire in measurement accuracy
Thermocouples wired back to a programmable logic controller (PLC) or distributed control system (DCS)
must use thermocouple extension wire. Unfortunately, the extension wire is yet another source of measurement error. Using standard grade J or K extension wire also adds another ±4°F (±2.2°C) error. You
can cut the error rate by using premium grade extension wire, which has half the error rate of standard
extension wire, just as with premium thermocouples. (These error figures are only true when the wire is
new and “pure.”) Over time, the error gets worse as the wire is contaminated from the atmosphere in
your plant and the wire is exposed to temperatures greater than or lower than the wire tolerances. There
are many instances where contamination causes even more “drift” than the original uncertainty of new
thermocouple wire.
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Figure 1. Moore Industries TCM Remote IO (left) and
Moore Industries TDZ3 Temperature Transmitter (right)

If the uncertainty caused by thermocouples was a fixed offset,
we could simply calibrate it out and be done with it. But when
the error is in the form of drift that changes over time, calibration
becomes a preventive maintenance program that few want to take
on. Most plants prefer to avoid that extra labor whenever possible.
How do you solve these problems? Start by determining how
much error is caused by the thermocouple extension wire. Most
people overlook this option until plant operations declares there
is a problem or a catastrophic measurement failure occurs. We all
know thermocouples fail, but it is easy to forget that thermocouple
extension wire also fails. When it does, it has to be replaced. If you
replace the extension wire with new extension wire, you perpetuate
the same problems by reintroducing the error and drift it causes.
You may have to live with thermocouples, but you do not have
to live with thermocouple extension wire—you can replace it with
other solutions.
Two options for replacing thermocouple extension wire are temperature transmitters and remote I/O
hardware. Both use copper wire to transport their signals back to the control system. Unlike thermocouple
extension wire, you can expect the copper to last the life of the plant. Modern I/O products have performance characteristics similar to transmitters and can save a lot of money. You still need short sections of
extension wire when you use these transmitters or I/O products. Use special grade thermocouple wire
instead of standard extension wire in these cases to further minimize the error.

Compensating for RTD lead wire inaccuracies
Copper wire is used for RTD lead wires. If you are familiar with three-wire RTDs you know one lead is
called the compensating lead. Between copper and a compensating lead, you might believe that RTD
lead wire does not contribute to the measurement error. Unfortunately, this is not true. Copper wire can
cause significant error in an RTD measurement, because RTDs are resistors and copper wire is resistance.
There are many contaminants in a typical process plant that cause corrosion, and this corrosion changes
the resistance of the copper lead wires. This resistance change in the lead wire can cause error. To eliminate lead wire error the solution is to use four-wire RTDs. Here is why:
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Figure 2. Three-wire RTD diagram

When a third lead wire is added to the RTD, today’s electronics make the measurement by taking two
voltage measurements (as shown, V1 and V2). The important thing to remember is that these are highimpedance voltage measurements. For all practical purposes, there is no current flow through that third
lead; thus R3 never enters into the equation (figure 2).
V1 gives the value of the lead wire resistance R1. V2 gives the value of the RTD + R4 lead resistance.
We subtract V1 from V2, and as long as the lead resistance R1 = R4, only the value of the RTD remains.
This is an accurate measurement.

R1

4000Ω Constant
current
Drive
capacity source

R2

V

Red = High impedance

RTD

R3
R4
Figure 3. Four-wire RTD diagram

Realize that too many things work against making R1 and R4 identical when accuracy is your primary
concern. Wire gauge intolerance and work hardening varies the resistance. Even if no human error takes
place during installation, corrosion constantly works against the measurement and is the main reason R1
never equals R4. So what happens if the lead’s resistances are not equal?
If the resistance imbalance is as little as 1 ohm, a 100Ω PT RTD has an error of about ±4.7°F
(±2.6°C). If you are trying to achieve a ±1°F (0.55°C) degree measurement accuracy, this corrosion is
standing between you and success. You can spend your life calibrating this error out or eliminate the
error totally with a four-wire RTD.
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Remember the voltage measurement is high impedance, so for all practical purposes, there is no
current flow through R2 and R3 and no voltage drop. The voltage is only measured across the RTD. R1
and R4 are never measured; thus they cannot create a differential resistance and an error. When using
four-wire RTDs, for all practical purposes there is no error caused by the lead wire.
Four-wire RTDs can have a lead wire of any length, and the leads can undergo constant resistance
change and still cause no measurement error. It is still important to ensure your total resistance does not
exceed the drive capacity of your constant current source. Typically, modern day temperature transmitters offer enough current drive to support RTD circuits that have up to 3–4K ohms of total resistance.
With the lead wire error eliminated, you are able to focus on the sensor and measuring device to further
reduce error. The only reasonable objection to using the four-wire RTD is that the existing legacy input
card only accepts three-wire RTDs. This is old technology and should be considered for replacement.
Consider another option if for
whatever reason you are not able
to use four-wire RTDs: switch
If you are not able to use four-wire RTDs, switch
from 100Ω RTDs to 1000Ω PT
from 100Ω RTDs to 1000Ω PT RTDs.
RTDs. As stated earlier in this article, 1Ω of resistance imbalance
in your current carrying legs produces about ±4.7°F (±2.6°C) error. If you change to a 1000Ω sensor, that same 1Ω of imbalance will
have one-tenth of the effect. The 1Ω of imbalance error drops to about ±0.47°F (±0.26°C).
While the use of the 1000Ω three-wire RTD is a big improvement over the use of a 100Ω three-wire
RTD, it is not a panacea. When the lead wire resistance imbalance changes, it causes the measurement
accuracy to change. That means you still need a calibration program to temporarily eliminate the error.
The four-wire RTD is still the single best solution, because it removes all lead wire error and eliminates
the need to calibrate due to the inevitable corrosion.

Plant noise
VFDs, motors, and radios create “normal” levels of electromagnetic interference and radio frequency
interference, which can cause errors in temperature measurements. Thermocouple and RTD signals are
very low-level mV signals. It does not take much noise to cause significant distortion of the measurements. If you are wiring these low-level signals back to the control system, please use best practices, such
as using drain wires, proper grounding, and physical separation, to keep noise off these signal wires.
A better solution is to convert the low-level signals to high-level signals as close to the temperature
sensor as possible. The same amount of noise will affect high signals less than low-level signals. Signals
like 4–20 mA, HART, or RS-485 survive most typical levels of noise.

The temperature measurement device and remote I/O
When you finally get to the actual temperature measurement device, your ability to make significant improvements to accuracy has passed. Modern temperature transmitters and temperature I/O systems from
major instrument companies have similar performance specifications. If you are trying to differentiate the
finer points, you might compare these specifications:
●

●
●
●
●
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If you are pursuing the very highest accuracy, you have to deal with the final “as built” error in the RTD.
The transmitter can be used to calibrate out that final offset error and match you to the ideal curve. Such
a process delivers a typical transmitter and sensor combined accuracy of less than 0.05 percent of span.
Putting a temperature transmitter or remote I/O near your sensor digitizes your temperature measurement. You create two more errors if you then send that signal back to the control or data acquisition
system using 4–20 mA:
1. D/A error occurs when creating the 4–20 mA.
2. At the control system, an A/D error occurs when turning the signal back to digital.
Using the HART digital signal is one way to avoid the conversion errors. MODBUS Serial or MODBUS
over Ethernet is another option to keep the measured value digital.
In summary, using transmitters and remote I/O helps:
● eliminate errors caused by thermocouple extension wire
● avoid errors caused by noise
● keep the signal digital and avoid the analog conversion errors.
If you are direct wiring temperature sensors back to the DCS or PLC, it likely means that you did not
want to pay for temperature transmitters for each of those data acquisition points. If you use modern
I/O instrumentation instead, you will actually save money on instrumentation and wiring. It has the
same accuracy, ambient temperature specifications, and sometimes similar hazardous area certifications
as you would find on temperature transmitters at a fraction of the cost. The remote I/O digitizes all the
temperatures and delivers them as 32-bit floats to the DCS MODBUS port using your choice of physical
layers. Remote I/O also eliminates thermocouple extension wire and all the associated drift, errors, and
replacement costs.

Practical steps to improve your measurements
In conclusion, here are a few practical steps you can take to improve your temperature measurement
accuracy. Remember that these steps also improve the stability of your measurement, which minimizes
your calibration expenses.
●
●

●

●
●

●
●
●

Four-wire RTDs eliminate the errors caused by the copper lead wire.
Always use Class A RTDs that have been aged through temperature cycling—the difference in cost
is insignificant.
Use premium grade thermocouples and premium grade extension wire if the temperature to be
measured requires the use of thermocouples.
Be sure to use noise protection installation techniques whenever you have long extension wire runs.
Mount transmitters or remote I/O as close to the sensors as possible in order to get rid of long
thermocouple extension wire runs, which are an error source, have a finite life, and are expensive to
replace.
Get rid of the final RTD offset error by bath calibrating.
Buy the highest accuracy and highest stability transmitter or I/O you can afford.
Once you have spent all that money to get your signal digital, keep it digital, so there are no more
errors introduced.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Gary Prentice is the vice president of sales at Moore Industries International Inc.
He has a BSEE from Lafayette College in Pennsylvania and more than 40 years of
experience in the process control industry.
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Applications for Pressure
Measurement Technologies
By Wally Baker, Emerson Automation Solutions

A

Whether you need to
measure flow, level,
density or something else,
understanding how pressure
measurement technologies
work can help identify the
right instrument for the
application

ccurately measuring liquid, gas, and steam
pressure is a basic requirement for many industrial processes to operate safely, efficiently,
and with optimal quality control. In addition to directly
measuring pressure values, pressure measurements can
be used to determine or infer flow rates, fluid levels,
product density, and other parameters. As a result,
many plants rely on pressure-measurement devices to
get required field measurements.
Some example applications using pressure or differential measurements are:
● flow rate through a pipe
● level of fluid in a tank
● density of a substance
● interface between two or more liquids in a tank.
For example, if a constriction, such as an orifice plate, is placed in a pipe, pressure will drop in a predictable way. By measuring the pressure in the pipe both before and after the orifice plate, the rate of
flow through the pipe can be calculated.
This article examines the elements of pressure measurement and looks at some recent advances in the
technology for better pressure measurements.
Pressure-measurement devices can be categorized according to the measured reference pressure. The
three reference pressures are:
● Absolute: Absolute pressure measurements compare measured pressure to a perfect vacuum (0
pounds per square inch, absolute [psia]).
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●

●

Gauge: Gauge pressure measurements compare measured pressure to the pressure of the surrounding
atmosphere (approximately 14.7 psia) as a reference pressure. Changes in atmospheric pressure (such
as those due to changes in the weather) are taken into account for the output of a gauge transmitter.
Gauge devices are often used to measure level in holding tanks that are open to the atmosphere.
Differential: A differential pressure measurement uses a second process pressure as a reference pressure. Differential pressure measurements are often used to infer the rate of flow through a pipe by
determining the pressure drop that occurs from one point in a system to another, such as the drop
that occurs across an orifice plate in a pipe.

Modern transmitter basics
Pressure sensors and transmitters have been used in the process industry for decades, starting in the
1940s with pneumatic transmitters that supplied a pressure signal to pneumatic controllers. In the 1950s,
electronic transmitters appeared, which converted the pressure signal to a 4–20 mA signal that could be
used by electronic controllers and, later, by computers. HART was added to the 4–20 mA signal in the
1980s, creating the smart pressure transmitter. Fieldbus digital signals came later, and now wireless is
available in both types of smart transmitters.
Traditional wired pressure transmitters require a supporting infrastructure that includes wire, cabling,
conduit, junction boxes, marshalling cabinets, and I/O to transmit the pressure signal back to the control
system. This infrastructure sometimes makes it too difficult or expensive to install pressure transmitters
in certain locations.
Installing and implementing wireless devices can take up to 75 percent less time than traditional wired
devices with the elimination of wiring and construction labor, and the capital costs associated with wireless
technology can be up to 40 percent less. In addition, the insights gained from added pressure monitoring
points can help extend the life of assets, creating an even greater return on investment. With a batterypowered wireless pressure transmitter, measurements can be made and transmitted anywhere a pressure
transmitter can be installed in a pipe, tank, or steam line for flexibility in a variety of applications.
Smart transmitters allow more than just the pressure value to be reported from the field. Now a
significant amount of information can be reported from a single pressure transmitter. One of the most
important advances of smart transmitters is in the area of diagnostics.
Most smart pressure transmitters include a basic set of diagnostics that notifies the operator when
the device is broken or needs to be
Wireless pressure transmitters can
serviced. Today’s more advanced smart
be quickly installed anywhere at a
transmitters provide additional diagvery low cost compared to wired
nostic insights not only into the state of
counterparts.
the transmitter, but also into the electrical loop and process itself, issuing
proactive alerts. Operators can respond
immediately and avoid downtime. New
advances in diagnostics include:
● Process monitoring: Pressure
transmitters can listen to the
background noise of a process and
detect deviations from normal operation that could signify plugged
impulse lines or more serious issues
with the process itself, such as
distillation column flooding, flame
instability, or pump cavitation.
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●

Loop monitoring: Diagnostics can monitor the integrity of the electrical loop that connects a field
device to the control room to notify operators of any irregularities, such as water in housings and
junction boxes, wire corrosion, or unstable power supplies.

Improved process connections
The way a pressure transmitter is physically connected to the process can greatly affect the overall accuracy and reliability of the measurement. Simple installations often use impulse tubing that is prone to
leaking, plugging, freezing, and other issues to connect sensors. More complex applications, including
those on tanks and meter runs, can require multiple components, pipe penetrations, and connections
that can increase the amount of impulse tubing required.
Newer pressure transmitters are available in compact assemblies that use fewer components, are
simpler to install, and require less ongoing maintenance. These solutions permit close coupling, a bestpractice installation procedure that results in more accurate measurements.
In traditional differential pressure (dP) flow applications, for example, integrated flowmeter assemblies eliminate a significant amount of impulse tubing. These flowmeters can replace multiple transmitters that formerly required many mechanical parts and multiple pipe penetrations, which contributed to
leaking, plugging, freezing, and inaccurate process measurements.
In tank level applications, an electronic dP remote sensor system can even be used to replace impulse
tubing with two pressure transmitters installed on the top and bottom of the vessel and connected electronically. The remote sensors eliminate impulse tubing and associated environmental effects. The system
also eliminates the need to heat trace the impulse lines and protect them from freezing.
Heat tracing can add considerable cost and complexity to
The way a pressure transmitter is physically connected
any process and requires a great
to the process can greatly affect the overall accuracy
deal of maintenance to keep it
and reliability of the measurement.
operational, because applications using heat tracing suffer
from frequent failures. These measurement challenges and suboptimal performance can lead to lower
throughput, degraded product quality, and cost overruns.
Some dP level transmitters can address these challenges with specialized remote seals to expand the
temperature operating range. The remote seals can operate in hotter or colder temperatures than traditional transmitters can. With this solution, an intermediate diaphragm seal in the transmitter separates
two different fill fluids with different optimal operating temperatures.
For example, on a high-temperature application, the high-temperature fill fluid is only used immediately next to the hot process, and a traditional fill fluid is used for the remainder of the connected
capillary. The solution is not dependent on heat tracing and produces more reliable, accurate, and faster
process measurements, particularly in extreme conditions.

Liquid versus gas pressure
The factors that influence the pressure of a liquid are different from the factors that influence the pressure of a gas. When measuring pressure, it is important to understand the pressure properties of liquids
and gases. The hydrostatic pressure exerted by a liquid is influenced by three factors: height of liquid in
a column, density of the liquid, and pressure on the surface of the liquid (vapor space). The pressure at
the bottom of a column of liquid increases as the height of the liquid in the column increases. Pressure
is affected by the height rather than the volume of a liquid.
Unlike a liquid, a gas exerts equal pressure on all parts of the container in which it is held. Two
factors affect the pressure exerted by a gas: volume of the container in which the gas is held, and
temperature of the gas.
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The relationship between pressure, temperature, and volume of a gas can be determined by applying
the ideal gas law.

Ideal gas law:
PV = nRT
Gas pressure is affected by changes in temperature. If the volume of the vessel holding a gas and the
amount of gas are unchanged, the pressure exerted by the gas on the vessel walls will change in proportion to changes in the temperature of the gas. Or simply stated, by measuring the pressure and temperature in the tank, you can measure the gas.

Measuring flow
A common use of a pressure measurement is to infer a fluid’s flow rate through a pipe. As a fluid flows
through a pipe restriction, the fluid pressure drops. The pressure of the fluid flowing through a pipe is
greater on the upstream side of the restriction and lower on the downstream side.
Because hydrostatic pressure is directly proportional to the height of the liquid, differential pressure
measurements can be used to report levels. If pressure is measured before and after the restriction in the
pipe (e.g., a flow element such as an orifice plate, venturi tube, flow nozzle, wedge, or annubar), the
square root of the pressure drop is proportional to the flow rate of the fluid through the pipe.

Measuring level
The level of a liquid in a tank or vessel can be determined from a pressure measurement by this equation:

height = pressure/liquids specific gravity
Closed tanks or vessels need a dP transmitter to account for the vapor space pressure. Open tanks or vessels
need an absolute pressure transmitter or a dP transmitter with the low-pressure side vented to the atmosphere.

Measuring density
Pressure is equal to the height of the column of liquid being measured multiplied by the specific gravity
of the liquid. Therefore, if the height of the column is a known constant, as in the case of the distance
between two pressure-measurement points on a vessel, the density can be inferred from the pressure
reading using the following equation. Approximately half of all flow measurements are made by inferring
the flow rate from a differential pressure measurement.

specific gravity = pressure/height of liquid (level)
Specific gravity values can then be converted to density or mass-per-unit-of-volume units, such as
grams per cubic centimeter. Density measurements are often used in the brewing industry to determine
stages of fermentation.
Even after decades of use in industrial applications, pressure measurement technologies continue to
advance. These advancements make traditional measurements easier, and often allow measurements in
areas where they were not possible before.
This article originally appeared in the Sep/Oct 2015 issue of InTech magazine.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Wally Baker is a global pressure content marketing manager at Emerson Automation
Solutions. He manages Rosemount’s pressure product launches and works with users on
how to better understand their pressure uses and product needs. He has been in the process
control industry since 1999 in various roles, including pressure engineering, temperature
global marketing, Singapore wireless marketing, and oil and gas business development.
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Solutions for
Difficult Temperature
Measurement
Specialized instrumentation, such as multipoint
thermometers, skin-point thermometers, or high-temperature/
harsh-environment devices, are available to make temperature
measurements in harsh or demanding environments
By Keith Riley and Tim Schrock, Endress+Hauser

M

any temperature applications in the oil and gas, petrochemical, and other industries
involve demanding process conditions, hazardous media, elevated corrosion rates,
turbulence, vibration, and high pressures and temperatures. In these instances, specialized instrumentation, such as multipoint thermometers, skin-point thermometers, or hightemperature/harsh-environment devices, are available to make the required measurements.
For temperature profiling, multipoint thermometers allow you to measure multiple
locations, either horizontally or vertically, within the process. An example of horizontal
measurement is reading multiple temperature points at some level in a batch reactor or
process vessel. A typical vertical temperature profile would be top to bottom measurements in a tank. These types of instruments are typically referred to as rigid or inline multipoint temperature units. A long thermowell can have thermocouples positioned at various
points in the thermowell (figure 1).
Most of these rigid multipoint temperature assemblies have thermowells that are fourto-six feet long, but specialized thermowells have been assembled that are more than 100 feet
long, with up to 40 separate temperature sensors.
In other applications, a multipoint temperature assembly can have multiple sensors spread across
the process in an octopus-like array, with each sensing device attached to the end of a flexible cable.
In both cases (rigid and array), a single multipoint instrument can provide multiple
temperature measurements from a single process
connection or access point in the system.

Figure 1. Rigid multipoint thermowells contain multiple temperature sensors arranged along the
length of the thermowell, which can be up to 100 feet long. Individual sensors can be removed and
replaced from the junction box.
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Multipoint temperature measurements
In a rigid design thermowell, the unit bolts to the process vessel via a flange. Wiring from the multiple temperature sensors passes through a safety chamber, which prevents process
fluids or gases from escaping, and into a junction box. The
thermowell is designed so that individual sensors and wiring
can be removed and replaced at the flange (figure 2) without
removing the thermowell. The sensing elements are encased
in a guiding tube that remains in the thermowell. This allows
Figure 2. This multipoint temperature assembly has
a faulty insert to be easily exchanged for a new one, thus
multiple sensors that can measure temperature either
minimizing maintenance and increasing productivity.
horizontally or vertically over various distances.
Rigid multipoint thermowells can be mounted across a
vessel, vertically from top to bottom, or even at angles (figure 3) to obtain a temperature profile. When mounted horizontally, the thermowell often completely spans the
vessel’s width. To prevent damage to the extended thermowell in these situations, a
mounting bracket can be installed on the opposite side of the vessel to anchor the
thermowell against various forces, such as agitation.
Multiple sensors can be positioned within each thermowell. For example, in a
100-foot-tall reactor, a user could have 10 sensors evenly spaced every 10 feet. For redundancy, the user could also have 20 total sensors, with two thermocouples every 10
feet. If one of the two thermocouples failed, the other would still be able to measure
the temperature at that point while the faulty one is replaced.
Theoretically, for a horizontally installed multipoint, the maximum immersion length
of each individual multipoint thermometer is the reactor’s internal diameter, as custom
assemblies can be made to accommodate various vessels.
In an “octopus” array, the sensors are arranged so they spread out across the vessel,
much like octopus tentacles. The array is in the upper left corner of figure 4, where it is
being used for temperature profiling in a hydrofiner.

Figure 4. Temperature arrays can perform temperature profile monitoring at
the different catalyst layers of a hydrofiner.
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In hydrofiners, new environmental standards for low sulfur fuels
are driving the need for temperature profiling. These standards and
regulations require plants to reduce air pollution emissions, particularly
NOX, and are leading to equipment retrofits and upgrades. For example, the sulfur content in mineral oil products must be limited. Typically,
this is achieved by catalytic desulfurization in a hydrofiner. Heated to
572°F to 752°F (300°C to 400°C) and raised to a pressure of 362 to
870 psi (2.5 to 6 MPa), the oil is mixed with hydrogen and reacts with
the catalyst. The sulfur molecular connection then is converted to H2S
and hydrogen carbides.
One of the issues with this process is performing temperature profile
monitoring at the different catalyst layers of a hydrofiner. With a limited
number of access points available in a hydrofiner, multiple sensors must
be inserted at each access point. One way to make multiple measurements from a single access point is to insert a multipoint sensor array.
The instrument shown in the top left corner of figure 4 can accommodate multiple sensors as needed based upon the application.
Individual thermocouples are mounted in a single nozzle. The unit’s
“tentacles” can be positioned within the reactor as needed to monitor
the layer. Using data from multiple sensors, the control and monitoring
software can construct a three-dimensional image of the catalyst layer
temperatures.
Temperature profiling with a sensor array is also useful in fixed-bed
Figure 5. The enclosure at
reactors. Due to the solid state of the catalyst, it may not be possible to
the end of the thermowell
achieve a homogeneous reaction mixture. Formation of hot spots and
contains transmitters that
cold
spots
may occur, and coke formation can quickly lead to deactivation of
send sensor data to the
the catalyst.
control system or a terminal
block assembly that sends
With multiple measuring points per process connection, sensors can be freely
sensor data via thermopositioned in the reactor to detect problems. As a result, operations can quickly
couple cables to the control
become aware of a degrading process situation and take appropriate action.
system.
Temperature sensors are typically routed directly to multipoint transmitters
or to a terminal block assembly that can accept multiple sensors. When transmitters are chosen, each
transmitter sends a 4–20 mA signal to the control system, one per sensor. The terminal block assembly
is used to route the thermocouple cables to the control system’s analog temperature inputs. Either the
transmitters or the terminal block assembly is typically housed in an enclosure (figure 5).

Surface temperature measurement
Other groups of applications require temperature measurement but are not suitable for direct measurement through a sensor or thermowell. This could be due to elevated temperatures, excess fluid velocity in
the pipe, corrosion concerns, or the inability to shut down the process should replacement be necessary.
Typical examples are steam methane reformers, direct fired heaters, and reactors.
These applications commonly employ an indirect measurement in the form of surface temperature
measurement using skin-point thermometers. Another form of indirect measurement is infrared. In
many applications, pipes can become “white hot.” An infrared measurement needs a black body to
measure temperature correctly. For a skin-point thermometer, the radiated heat or light has very little
effect on the temperature measurement.
As with multipoint temperature measurement, the uniqueness of surface temperature measurement is the method of installation, not the measurement itself. Relatively standard thermocouples
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Figure 6. Three basic methods for installing surface temperature sensors.

or resistance temperature detectors are used to do just what the name implies, measure the surface
temperature of the pipe or vessel. It is how the temperature probes are secured to the surface that
makes them an engineered solution. There are three basic methods to install surface temperature sensors (figure 6):
● Wedge shape: The temperature probe is permanently affixed to the tube surface by welding. This
provides a fast response time, but the probe will not be easily replaceable if it is damaged or worn.
● Customized-shaped pad: The pad, typically with a radius shape to match the pipe diameter, is
secured to the pipe, but the temperature probe is not. The probe is placed inside the pad to ensure
consistent contact. This installation method allows for simple and fast replacement of the temperature probe with no need for any cutting or welding.
● Screwed-in or bolt-in: Very similar to the customized-shaped pad version, this method makes it
quick and easy to replace the temperature probe. This method is best suited for light duty applications or for those applications requiring a more mechanical means to maintain the probe’s position.
One of the more unique or customized installations happens when the temperature probe’s terminal
strip or transmitter cannot be located in the same vicinity as the actual pipe or vessel due to environmental conditions. This normally occurs with furnace pipes. In this case, it is necessary to consider the different thermal displacements that can occur
between the zone where
the probe terminates
and the actual surface of
the pipe or vessel. There
must be a degree of
flexibility or movement,
but continuous contact
with the surface of the
Figure 7. When
pipe or vessel must be
flexibility is needed
maintained. In these into accommodate
stances, expansion coils
movement of the
surface being meacan be designed into
sured, expansion
the temperature probe,
coils or spring loador the assembly can be
ing can be used.
spring loaded (figure 7).
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This feature also helps with the integrity of the weld on the pipe. If a rigid thermowell connects the process connection to the weld pad, then expansion and contraction due to thermal
effects will be an issue. As the pipe being measured heats and cools, it expands and contracts. If
an expansion coil or spring is not used, this adds extra stress to the welds, and they will eventually
fracture.

High temperatures and harsh environments
Applications such as gasifiers, Claus units, or steam reformers often have high process temperatures
(up to 2900°F), and thus require special high-temperature thermowells and thermocouple temperature probes. Depending upon the application, there are a number of metallic and nonmetallic choices
available for the thermowell. Ceramic (nonmetallic) thermowells and protection sheaths (figure 8) are
extremely resistant to high temperatures greater than 2900°F (1600°C) and offer very good protection from abrasion. However, ceramic is also brittle and possesses less mechanical load strength than
most metals.

Figure 8. For very high-temperature applications, a ceramic thermowell can be used.

Typical industries or applications where ceramic thermowells are employed include steel, cement,
brick kilns, and ceramic and glass production. Ceramic thermowells can also add a layer of protection against gases, because they are not porous. They are thus highly resistant to letting gases pass
through and damage the internal metallic thermowell (in the case of a ceramic protection sheath) or
temperature sensor.
Metallic thermowells provide better mechanical strength than ceramic does, but have lower temperature and abrasion resistance. Examples of some of the exotic metal compounds that can be employed are Inconel 601 – 2147°F (1175°C), Incoloy 800HT – 2012°F (1100°C), and Hastelloy X –
2102°F (1150°C).
Metal thermowells are often used in cement plants, steel treatment, waste incineration, and
industrial furnaces. After long-term use in demanding process conditions with high corrosion
rates, pressures, and temperatures—combined with a series of known and unpredictable process
phenomenon such as turbulence and highly exothermic local chemical reactions—a crack in the
thermowell wall might occur. This can allow the process media to fill the internal volume of the
thermowell. In such a case, additional barriers built into the thermowell can contain the process
media.
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Environmental regulations and the need for better control of processes are driving increased use
of temperature profiling in many industries. Temperature profiling involving multiple sensors is used
when a single temperature sensor cannot provide
the information needed. Temperature profiling is
made possible with multipoint temperature sensors
that can extend across a vessel or reactor, in either
straight or octopus-like configurations. Sensors can
also be surface mounted.
For other difficult temperature measurement applications, various specialized sensors and solutions
are available. To deal with all difficult sensing problems, it is best to consult with an instrument company that has experience in your specific application.
This article was originally published in the Jul/Aug
2015 issue of InTech magazine.
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Fit-for-Purpose Then,
Inappropriate Now:
Measurement Best
Practices Evolve

The COVID-19 pandemic does not only affect plant
workers. Changes to production lines and process
units also impact instrumentation
By Nicholas Meyer, Yokogawa Corporation of America

W

hat is not and cannot be measured, cannot be improved. Any data-driven approach for continuous improvement in manufacturing requires definition, ongoing tracking, and reporting of
key performance indicators against targets. This is as relevant in the boardroom with management as it is on the shop floor with the field instruments and systems that enable highly precise measurement, data acquisition, and analysis.
What is the point of providing the tools and applications to steward manufacturing operations conformance against targets and constraints if the basic means are not in place to measure the operation in
the first place for situational awareness?

Changing times
An added challenge is that many facilities were built at a point in time—some as far back as the ‘70s and
‘80s—for a particular process, a certain level of control, and a certain suite of optimization applications.
Roll on to today when the world is grappling with the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, and these
facilities are now being operated and maintained at skeleton staffing levels, and they are being retooled
for a different service than their original design.
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Operating envelopes are changing, and the effect of these changes on field instrumentation must not
be underestimated. Instrumentation with a design rating of a particular flow rate or capacity is stressed
heavily when the service or load is increased substantially. In some cases, the instrumentation for the
original service is unsuitable for the new service and needs to be swapped out. This is especially the case
for low-grade instrumentation that does not have the resilience of higher quality devices that can be
repurposed for the new service/operating envelope.
Some fine and specialty
Instrumentation with a design rating of a particular flow
chemicals manufacturers, for
example, may be dosing new
rate or capacity is stressed heavily when the service or
chemicals into flowlines for
enhanced process efficiency
load is increased substantially.
or to eliminate emulsions and
hydrates. For legacy instrumentation this can be a real issue: It reduces the effectiveness of the instrumentation, resulting in periods when the plant is subject to sub-par control. This can impact plant safety and reliability, as well as profitability. Profitability can be significantly hurt, because product on the backend of the
process either is burned (e.g., from an erroneous temperature measurement) or material is produced off-spec.
Newer instruments, which have been designed to retrofit well into existing infrastructure, can handle
these situations much better.
The economic effects of the pandemic on production are clear. Here are a few examples from chemical and refinery operations:
● Refining and chemicals plants have changed their manufacturing recipes to manufacture products
that their trains/lines have not produced in a long time, if at all.
● While everyone is social distancing, refineries are trying to minimize production of jet fuel and gasoline to produce more chemical feedstock.
● Chemical plants are changing their recipes and configurations to ramp up production of hand sanitizers and face masks.
Everywhere, some units have been turned up, others turned down, and some shut down altogether.
These changes impact instrumentation.

Situational awareness forms the basis of effective decision making in process facilities. Awareness,
knowledge, and insight are made easier through data analytics, which is affected by the quality of
fundamental plant data obtained through instrumentation.
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Measurement device/data considerations
Situational awareness forms the basis of effective decision making in process facilities. The foundation for
situational awareness is the plant data itself, gathered from the various devices on the front line. With context and relationship, plant process data measurements constitute information. Increasing context, connectedness, and patterns/relationships, and the understanding thereof, can then lead to knowledge and insight.
This knowledge and insight are fundamental to effective decision making in plant operations and are
made easier through data analytics—which itself is underpinned by the quality of the fundamental plant data.
Only with robust plant data can the true potential of analytics be realized.
For facilities to be safe, responsive, and
adaptive, plant data management can no
Measurement device/data considerations
longer be viewed as an afterthought or
Measurement device/data governance
down the pecking order in terms of the
● Is there an ownership record for each device/data point?
plant management hierarchy. Four impor● Is there an audit trail of changes?
tant plant measurement device/data con● Where devices/data are replaced or overwritten, what
siderations are governance, propagation,
happens to applications that used old values? How are
sufficiency, and trust.
discrepancies handled between old and new values?
Three actions to take today
Are applications properly tested to ensure the validity
So what can be done during pandemicof source data?
related operational changes to improve
● Are security arrangements in place to allow approprior ensure the proper operation of instruate exposure of data within the organization, yet limit
mentation? Try one or more of the folrisk of exposure externally?
lowing actions.
Measurement device/data propagation
1. Undertake a value of information
● When a change is made in the field, how does the
(VOA) audit.
system of record know about it?
Knowledge and information are use● Which devices and applications are affected by these
less unless you are going to do somechanges?
thing with them. While an excess of pro● Are the affected devices designed and tested to cope
cess data presents many opportunities,
with said changes?
it can also paralyze an organization and
Measurement device/data sufficiency
hinder speedy decision making. It can
● Are all necessary values being collected?
also cost a lot to gather and maintain.
● Is there sufficient coverage of the process/asset?
Because the value of information
● Is there sufficient measurement intensity/frequency?
varies depending on circumstances and
● Does the level of redundancy meet the level of criticalstrategic priorities, which information
ity of the application?
sources matter the most in your plant?
Measurement device/data trust
Evaluate the key value drivers of the
● Are instruments adequately accurate and reliable for
plant. Assess what plant data and infortheir intended application(s)?
mation is required by relevant applica● How does turndown affect instrument performance
tions and personnel to create value. Inwhen operating outside of standard conditions?
ventory the key devices/instrumentation
● What is the impact of saturation or process spikes?
needed to ensure value creation can be
● How resilient are instruments to changing ambient
sustained.
conditions, such as temperature, vibration, EMI, etc.?
2. Implement or review instrumentation●
Do you need to consider a new frequency for mearelated management of change (MoC)
surement validation?
processes and procedures.
●
Are there new/difference compliance requirements?
Quality measurements must be maintained when switching between plant
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production levels, product line batches, or with other plant configuration changes, as these stress instrumentation devices in different ways. Assign responsibility to an individual within the instrumentation
discipline to work with operations for creating or updating formal management of change processes and
procedures for key plant measurement/data considerations.
Based on this, establish a fleet-wide measurement device monitoring and assurance program. All
devices should have a purpose, goals, and a target performance to achieve and constraints and limits
to respect. Some are explicit, and some are implicit. Some are simple to measure, and some are derived
from complex chemistry, physics, and math. Some are static, and some are dynamic. Some are constant,
and some are conditional.

Downtime for operations
staff could result in better
ways to retrofit, upgrade,
or maintain measurements
across the plant.

A well-managed operation will know what these are, will document why they are needed and the
consequences of nonconformance, and will have personnel accountable for compliance. A fleet-wide
system for tracking and reporting performance, as well as assuring compliance, is a necessary first step
to operational improvement.
3. Redeploy operations staff.
Where unit operations have been turned down, or temporarily shut, can those operators be redeployed to support reinstrumentation elsewhere in the plant or additional measurements where measurement sufficiency (coverage or frequency) or integrity/trust issues exist?
For example, regular and accurate pressure measurements and flow rates at either end (top or bottom)
of impulse lines on distillation columns are vital for a reasonably accurate mass balance to be achieved in
order to match models to plant data. Afterall, many analytics and rigorous dynamic models use on-line
measurements from the plant to provide information about the status of the plant that cannot be directly
measured. This information can predict the future trajectory of the plant and advise the operators on action required to keep the plant within its operating window and at its optimal operating point. However,
accessing these measurement locations is not always straightforward.
Downtime for operations staff could be used to find sustainable solutions for these challenges to use
when operations ramp up again. The result: better ways to retrofit, upgrade, or maintain measurements
across the plant.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Nicholas Meyer is the chemical industry manager at Yokogawa Corporation of
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How to Calibrate a
Pressure Instrument

By Roy Tomalino,
Beamex

When process fluid erupts from the pressure
mess.
instrument during calibration, it can leave a mess
Avoid the literal mess and the figurative messiness
of improper calibrations by following these tips

Y

ou are in building 27 on the third floor. It is time to calibrate a pressure transmitter. You have
just finished the highest pressure point of the test. Now, it is time to bring it back down. The
easiest way to reduce the pressure is to vent the pressure pump. Suddenly, when you vent the
pump, there is process fluid everywhere. That is not what you expected. How did this happen?
Calibrating pressure instruments has its own unique challenges. For example, during pressure instrument calibration when process fluid erupts from the instrument, it can be a big mess to clean up. Avoid
the literal mess and the figurative messiness of improper calibrations by following the tips in this article.
First, here are three common pitfalls that occur during pressure calibrations.
1. Knowing where to vent. One such challenge is knowing where to vent after you have pressured up
your test line. In the scenario described above, a three-legged hose is used with one end going to the
device under test (DUT), one end to the pressure source (a hand pump, in this case), and one end to
the pressure port on the calibrator. Venting a line under pressure creates a low-pressure area similar to
a vacuum effect on the contents of the line. It could be atmospheric air, nitrogen from a bottle, or a
process fluid (if present in the line, capillary, or bourdon tube). If the process fluid is corrosive or dangerous, this can be an especially bad situation. Now you have to clean out the pump and probably the
pressure transducer. However, you can avoid this in the future by venting at the DUT.
2. Finding zero. Another common challenge is finding zero. But isn’t zero always a mathematical zero?
No. Not when you are dealing with gauge pressure. Absolute pressure has a zero, which would be a
perfect vacuum found in space. When you zero a gauge pressure instrument, you zero it to the atmospheric pressure at that moment. Because this barometric pressure changes, your zero changes. This
should be accounted for as a slight deviation due to random error in the process tolerance.
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3. Orienting your device. In looking further at pressure testing, the orientation of your DUT plays an
important role during calibration and installation. A common design of pressure transmitters is to
use a protective diaphragm seal with silicone fluid on the other side to register the pressure applied
to the actual instrument sensor. Gravity will have an effect on the measurement with this arrangement. To demonstrate this effect, calibrate a pressure transmitter lying flat in a horizontal position.
Then, simply change the position of the DUT to upright or vertical and run the test points again.
You will notice a dramatic effect.
Although there are other factors to consider, identifying where to vent the line and understanding
the type of pressure being measured and the orientation of the DUT will help you sidestep some of
the most common challenges in pressure instrument calibration. When you vent the line at the DUT,
catastrophic messes are circumvented.
Measurements are the most accurate when you understand the type of pressure you are working
with. Calibrating the instrument in the same position as it is installed will help ensure that calibration
is completed correctly. Overall, avoiding these common mistakes will save you time, as well as improve
the quality and accuracy of calibrations.
After you have made the decision to get out of your calibration rut, the next step is to outline a
system implementation process. Remember that implementing a fully integrated, automated calibration solution is a process. It simply will not happen overnight, and needs to be done in steps. Before
talking about the steps, let’s review a few fundamentals to keep in mind.
There are a large number of interrelated tasks that need to be carried out in an appropriate sequence. Every step is important, and decisions need to be made throughout the process. Using a
proven implementation model will be a faster process than a new, or extremely customized solution.
The implementation process is usually overseen by a project manager and requires involvement
of several professionals. The biggest problems (e.g., scope creep, budget and schedule overruns) are
usually caused by poor planning and inadequate resourcing, rather than the individual steps being
particularly difficult.

Six steps of a calibration system implementation process



In this phase, the entire framework for the project is established. A target “go live” launch event is defined, as well as the purpose and scope for the new calibration system. Furthermore, in this phase you
appoint the project team, prepare a project plan, and establish certain important rules and principles for
the project, such as testing and acceptance procedures and change management for managing changes
in the project requirements.
Also, it is very important that you define the roles and responsibilities of both the vendor and customer, as a calibration process change is never a “one man show”—actually the majority of the resource
requirements typically relate to customer tasks and responsibilities. All of this must then be documented
in the supply agreement, project plan, statement(s) of work, and progress reports. To ensure a successful
outcome, set milestones and continuously review your progress.
Some important items to keep in mind are the definition of all deliverables relating to each milestone.
Remember that your vendor should help you with this, as its role is not just to provide a solution, but to
act as a consultant, offering support and expert advice from delivery to full functionality.



This is perhaps the most important phase of implementing a new calibration system, because this is
when the existing calibration process is documented and the new target calibration process is specified.
The key question in the entire project is the ability to accept and adopt a new calibration process, as you
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cannot just introduce a new system and tools and assume that they can be used in accordance with the
old legacy process.
However, if you feel that you are not capable of adopting the new process, you can still cancel the
project in this phase, and you have still learned a lot from your existing work procedures and exploring
new possibilities. Typically, a significant amount of input from a number of users and cross-functional
subject-matter experts, such as information technology, compliance, and quality, is required, as the calibration process has connections to many different areas. As much as you plan and have set your goals,
more than likely there will be some unanticipated functionalities or specifications required. That is why it
is important to outline processes, so, if such an instance arises, everyone knows how to respond.



The basis for this phase is set in the process blueprint. It is a common mistake to jump straight into the
specification phase by skipping the initiation and process blueprinting phases. It is important to be sure
that you are on the same page with your vendor in terms of technical specifications and functionalities,
so both parties are working toward the same desired outcome.
It is surprising how many different interpretations a single word can have, so going through the technical specifications in detail is very important to ensure that everyone understands them in the same way.
User requirements, functional design, and test specifications are all defined during this phase.



If the first three phases have been done well, this is the easy part. The plans prepared are ready to be executed, mainly by your vendor. If you notice something was not specified or requirements have changed
or change, refer to the change management procedures you agreed upon with the vendor in the initiation
phase, as the change management procedures are usually described in the supply agreement or project plan.



The “go live” launch event defined in the initiation phase occurs during deployment. This is when all
software, equipment, and training is put into the end user’s hands and accepted by the customer. More
than likely, the process and system must be “re-sold” to all stakeholders; therefore, it is advisable to plan
a launch for motivating people. Even if many have been involved in different phases of the process, this
will help guarantee acceptance and a successful implementation.



The operation phase concludes the implementation of a calibration process change. The system is running,
and you have realized the expected benefits. The new system is used in accordance with the new process,
which is well documented with new standard operating procedures and work instructions, and all are trained
accordingly. Hopefully, you have chosen a supplier that offers strong customer support to have your back if
something goes awry.
Overall, implementing an overhaul to your calibration process will take time and resources. After all
of it is complete, you will be able to realize the benefits of your efforts through improved efficiency, accuracy, and savings in time and money.
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